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Aim: Highlight the implications of uncertainties of a glacial
environment on the sequence stratigraphy and suggest steps
reduce these uncertainties

Sequence stratigraphy

Glacial deposits
• Increasingly important due to growing significance as
hydrocarbon reservoirs

• Successfully implemented in correlating depositional
sequences in coastal settings
• Direct application in the glacial depositional
environment remains challenging

Characteristics of sedimentation in glacial environments
Isolated depressions (tunnel valleys)

Multiple ice-lobes advance and retreat

Relative sea-level curve, isostatic rebound

- Incisions subglacially excavated below sea-level

- Affecting sediment input and Transforming the
fluvial drainage patterns
- Ice-lobes influenced by local geography and
climate result in diachronous events on basin
scale
- Sediment source control by
- ice-sheet location
- Sea-level

- Glacio-isotatic depression
- increases water-depth, accommodation space
- Glacial rebound has a time lag compared to sealevel changes
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These effects are further amplified by the associated large scale/rapid eustatic sea-level changes which are
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Balance between the effect of ice-movement and sea level changes
• In glacial environments where land-ice is present, eustatic sea level changes represent the most important
control
• In glacial environments where floating ice is present, there is a complex balance between the dominance of
sea level or ice movement controls
• In glacial environment where grounded ice is present, ice movement will be the dominant control
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Challenges for the future:
• Characterise deposits related to sea-level controlled and
glacial controlled sediment source
• Identify the effects and time-scale of glacio-eustatic
rebound in the glacial record

